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WE SEEK RECORDINGS TO USE AS DEMOS The majority of our sheet music pieces use
electronically-produced demos on the item pages. We would much prefer to use actual recordings, so if you
email us a digital recording or link to an online video and we end up using it as a demo on our site (fully
credited), we will send you a coupon code good for US ...
Sheet Music (pdf) - Tributek
Kyle Gann: Hyperchromatica (2015-17) for three retuned, computer-driven pianos Andromeda Memories
Futility Row Orbital Resonance. Pavane for a Dead Planet Star Dance Ride the Cosmos
Kyle Gann: Hyperchromatica
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On the Town is a musical with music by Leonard Bernstein and book and lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolph
Green, based on Jerome Robbins' idea for his 1944 ballet Fancy Free, which he had set to Bernstein's music.
On the Town (musical) - Wikipedia
"Meter may be defined as a regular, recurring pattern of strong and weak beats. This recurring pattern of
durations is identified at the beginning of a composition by a meter signature (time signature). ...
Metre (music) - Wikipedia
Some 'early' folias in alphabetical order of composer Anonymous for keyboard (late 17th century) Follias
Manuscript of the musical collection of the Archivio Doria Panphilij in Roma.
Some early folias
Quartet Arrangements and Other Sheet Music . This section serves two purposes: 1. If you are musician
looking for an arrangement of a particular piece (perhaps it was requested with short notice), you might find it
here.
Sheet music / Arrangements for String Quartet, Chamber
Collections : 18119: Principal Horn, Score, Part & CD "13 repertoire pieces and studies for Horn, ABRSM
Grades 6-8 "Principal Horn is a single collection of superb repertoire pieces and studies for more advanced
Horn players.
Hornarama - Horn and Play-Along CD
Clarinet Music with Piano Composers L-Z (Including Piano Reductions, Music with Organ, and Percussion)
(Updated 23 November 2018) This page has music for clarinet with piano accompaniment (including piano
reductions of works with orchestral accompaniment).
Clarinet Music with Piano (Composers L-Z)
All of the recordings on this site are freely available - for you to download & listen, burn to CDs, share (eMail)
to anyone, use in school assignments or as incidental music for plays, for software games, background music
for period events (Renaissance fairs), Youtube videos, et c.
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Early Music - Classical Guitar Ensemble - jsayles.com
What is the Security Tango? The Security Tango is my name for the dance you have to do every time you
want to assure yourself that your computer is free of viruses, spyware, keystroke loggers, backdoors, trojans,
and other forms of malware (click the Definitions button in the menu to see what all those things mean).
Security Tango&#8480
We've signed the contract. After thirty years, it's finally going to happen. It --I should really start at the
beginning, shouldn't I? Tetsubo is a Japanese role-playing game that Jamie and I wrote back in the '80s to
supplement Games Workshop's Warhammer RPG.
Fabled Lands
WW016: The Classical Woodwind Cadenza, A Workbook by David Lasocki & Betty Bang Mather. McGinnis &
Marx, 1979, SS, 60 pages. This workbook is designed to involve the performer of eighteenth-century
woodwind music in the composition of classical cadenzas.
Woodwind Music - Van Cott Information Services, Inc.
Please contact me (j.brun@orange.fr) to get all the prices (depending on the difficulty and the lenght of the
piece). Professional input with Finale, note for note score with chord changes, the file will be send by email in
pdf format.
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